
  
  
In life there are many questions and some 
answers, some are philosophical while others are 
more pedestrian. Well today’s question falls 
squarely into the later category and asks Do 
Bonds Still Provide Diversification? Not exactly 
navel-gazing stuff, but a good question for 
investors to ponder, particularly if Markets 
become more volatile and stocks come under 
pressure. As has been highlighted in earlier blog 
postings, bond yields are at record lows and have 
little room to fall. This means that investors can’t 
expect much in terms of capital gains on their 
fixed-income holdings going forward. All that’s 
left then is the measly yield that hovers around 1% 
for government bonds -and that’s before fees. 
This means that investors holding the benchmark 60/40 equity-bond weighting in their portfolio will have 
to reset their investment expectations to reflect this reality. 

Before jumping to the conclusion that the 60/40 portfolio is over however, it is important to remember 
that this asset allocation was anything but a one-size-fits-all solution, but rather a guideline for allocating 
one’s retirement portfolio to balance growth and capital preservation. Bonds still do this -protect capital 
during periods of Market downside, so in this respect they continue to offer diversification. More, 
corporate bonds offer higher yields than comparable government bonds with similar durations to 
maturity, so a high-quality investment grade bond component with shorter average maturities still offers 
investors yield opportunities, in addition to downside protection.

Bottom line is that the death of bonds has been greatly exaggerated, and we are of the view that they will 
continue to play a meaningful role in our model portfolios. That role can be likened to a keel on a boat, 
where it helps to hold the boat upright when the headwinds are strong. Still, a lower return expectation 
from bonds does mean that investors may well consider a somewhat higher equity allocation to mitigate 
against another type of risk -capital erosion. Canadians are living longer and the risk of running out of 
money before running out of years is real too. Moving from a 60/40 weighting to a 70/30 or even 75/25 
may well be what is required to ensure your retirement capital lasts as long as you do. Any such decisions 
are part of a larger conversion concerning your financial goals and we are hear to help you with these! For 
more on this, have a read-through of the article in AdvisorAnalyst <here>. 

Be safe, be well!
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